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ABOUT TATA TRUSTS

Tata Trusts are amongst India's oldest, non-sectarian philanthropic organisa�ons. Since its 
incep�on, Tata Trusts have played a pioneering role in transforming tradi�onal ideas of 
charity and introducing the concept of philanthropy to make a real difference to 
communi�es. Through grant-making, direct implementa�on and co-partnership 
strategies, the Trusts support and drive innova�on in the areas of healthcare and nutri�on; 
water and sanita�on; energy; educa�on; rural livelihoods; natural resource management; 
urban poverty allevia�on;  enhancing civil society and governance; media, arts, cra�s and 
culture; and diversified employment. The Trusts engage with competent individuals and 
government bodies, interna�onal agencies and like-minded private sector organisa�ons to 
nurture a self-sustaining eco-system that collec�vely works across all these areas.

ABOUT DATA DRIVEN GOVERNANCE

The Data Driven Governance (DDG) Ini�a�ve of the Tata Trusts works with rural and urban 
decision making systems to enable inculca�on of data as a way of life in the planning and 
delivery of government schemes – thereby crea�ng significant impact for underserved and 
marginalized communi�es. This has been demonstrated through deployment of inclusive 
data and technology processes at district and city levels, through large scale partnerships 
with governments, central planning en��es, founda�ons and philanthropies such as the 
Ni� Aayog, Ministry of Housing and Urban Affairs and Tata Steel Rural Development 
Society. 

The Urban Engagements under the DDG Ini�a�ve of the Tata Trusts provides directed 
technology and capacity building support to urban administra�ons at central and city 
levels through effec�ve fore-grounding of city data policies, data standardiza�on models, 
implementa�on of inclusive open data portals, improved civic engagement and skill 
building of municipal officials in data and technology prac�ces
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This case study illustrates how the city of

Ahmedabad has successfully used data and

technology to improve its existing solid waste

management systems, thereby improving

operational efficiencies and enabling a better

quality of life for its citizens.

This has been put together as a part of the urban

engagements within the Data driven Governance

realm of work at Tata Trusts. It is part of a series

of caselets illustrating the meaningful use of data

in various city functions. The objective of this

series is to showcase best performing data

initiatives in Indian cities, while promoting cross

learning and sharing of best practices across

cities.

Data Driven Governance at Tata Trusts provides

directed technology, strategic and capacity

building support to strengthen rural and urban

decision making systems. The objective is to

improve government planning and delivery for

inclusive development. Employing data centric

tools, technology and planning provides insights

into quantitative and qualitative development

indicators, makes room for informed policy

making, measurable performance indicators,

facilitates meaningful collaborations and

improves overall governance.

With the specific motive to create a ‘culture of

data’ in cities across India, Tata Trusts launched

the City Data for India Initiative in partnership

with Canada-based World Council for City Data

(WCCD).

The initiative seeks to empower Urban Local

Bodies to make data-informed decisions to

improve city planning, infrastructure investment

and operational performance management using

International Organization of Standardization’s

(ISO) standardized, comparable city data. ISO

37120 includes 100 indicators (46 core and 54

supporting), structured around 17 themes,

including economy, governance, education,

health, shelter, transportation, environment etc.

This exercise is currently being implemented in 8

cities, including the city of Ahmedabad.
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The Challenge

Ahmedabad is the 7th largest metropolis in India,

with a population of more than 5.8 million (for

the municipal area, in 2011) which spreads over

an area of 466 Sq. Km1 . The city is witnessing a

major construction / infrastructure boom and a

steady population increase. Almost, 110,667

metric tons (MT) metric tons of solid waste is

generated from the city on a monthly basis2.

Nearly 50% of the entire waste is collected from

municipal bins and from sweeping the streets3 .

Earlier, domestic waste was collected by rag

pickers who were not roped into a formal system

and there was no mechanism in place to ensure

segregation of waste. It was a normal practice to

burn household waste or dispose it on the

streets. After Municipal Solid Waste Management

Rules were issued by the Government of India,

local bodies became duty bound to collect waste

from all households with the co-operation of

paddle rickshaws, small hand carts that

transported it to nearby secondary storage sites

without multiple handling of the waste.

The major drawbacks of this method of collecting

and disposing waste were:

i. Pedal rickshaw with 1 worker for every 500

residents.

ii. No segregation of the collected waste.

iii. No display of contact no. on a pedal

rickshaw for making any complaint

regarding collection of garbage.

iv. It was observed that the garbage bins used

for collecting waste were open and,

sometimes, even broken resulting in litter

on the roads.

A. Mechanized Door to Door Waste Collection

In its endeavor to keep the city clean, the Solid

Waste Management (SWM) Department of

Ahmedabad Municipal Corporation (AMC) has

taken many initiatives, including improved door-

to-door waste collection. The new mechanized

door to door waste collection system that was

introduced in July 2009, uses vehicles with body

containers that collect waste directly from

residential units and transport it to the treatment

plant\dumping site. These vehicles are Global

Positioning System (GPS) and Radio Frequency

Identification (RFID) enabled to monitor the

functioning and movement of the vehicle.

B. How was it implemented

AMC appointed private contractors –who provide

Hydraulic Euro III vehicles to collect waste from

residential units in the morning hours and from

commercial units in the evening hours. In

addition to the provision of vehicles, the private

contractors are also responsible for drivers, fuel,

maintenance, appointing one supervisor per

ward, painting a complaint number on the vehicle

etc.

Amnex Info technologies Private Limited4 is the

technological solution provider responsible for

deploying GPS and RFID based vehicle tracking

solution called Ecoskipper and helping the AMC-

SWM department monitor the work done by

private contractors.
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The Solution
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The waste collected by the vehicles is

transferred to transfer stations from each

ward and then to the treatment plants. 8

transfer stations5 of about 400 metric ton

(MT) capacities each, have been constructed

in 7 zones in which the city is divided. This

helps reduce transportation cost, pollution

and traffic congestion.

More than 866 vehicles have been deployed

that start the collection process from 7:00 am

onwards, 365 days a year. Currently, more

than 1300 MT waste is collected from more

than 1,400,000 residences and transported to

the processing plants through refuse transfer

stations. AMC has identified more than 24,000

points of interests from where the waste is

collected, covering the entire city and 750

community bins have been placed in the city

for the citizens’ comfort. There are 839 routes,

and separate routes for 4.59 lacs commercial

units have been prepared.

Vehicles deployed for door to door

waste collection are GPS and RFID

enabled for monitoring and supervision.

RFID Technology comprises of two parts

(a) RFID tag (b) RFID reader. Along with

every vehicle, every bin also has an RFID

tag. RFID reader is placed at selected

locations (transfer stations,

weighbridges, dump sites, recycling

plants and ward offices).

GPS & RFID based systems make it

possible to collect the following data:

i. Accurate information for

satisfactory response to civic

complaints

ii. Provision of vehicle summary such

as vehicle id, first and last

collection points, collection start

time and end time, total distance

travelled, total no of households

covered, speed violations,

breakdowns etc.

iii. Information on the amount of solid

waste collected on each route by

every vehicle and the time it was

collected at

iv. Data for monitoring the working of

vehicles on a digital map ensuring

accuracy and safety

v. Day wise report for all locations and

functions making it possible to

improve efficiency in everyday

operations and assess the work of

contractor

vi. Tracking of payments

vii. Alerts for important information to

take timely action

The data collected gets sent to the

server. The server has a software

application Ecoskipper, which makes the

data collected accessible to the

Municipal Commissioner’s Office. The

software can’t be accessed without

authorized log in details. While the

Commissioner’s Office can access all

data collected, a zonal officer can only

access data related to his own zone.

Figure 1 shows, ward wise data in a

specific zone- bins from which the waste

has been collected, bins from which the

waste is yet to be collected, vehicle

information, no of vehicles active,

location of vehicle on a map, route

summary etc. Figure 2 shows an

overview of activities in six zones6.



Figure 1: An overview of activities in six zones

Figure 2: Ward wise segregation of data in a specific zone



Data collected is also shared by Amnex

with Solid Waste Management

Department in the form of daily reports.

If the data collected shows non-

compliance in delivery of waste

collection service, then appropriate

reprimanding steps are actioned. The

software has been developed according

to the needs of the city with the purpose

of monitoring and tracking the waste

collection process. Data collected is

stored digitally and owned by AMC.

AMC has developed a fully mechanized

transportation system that ensures

handling of waste only once. After the

implementation of daily door to door

garbage collection system in the morning

hours, it has now become the practice of

every citizen to store the household

waste temporarily in dustbins till door to

door garbage collection vehicle arrives.

C. Solution Enablers

Public-private partnership has been the

key enabler in the implementation

process. AMC has outsourced the

secondary waste transportation system to

ensure timely & efficient removal of

waste from the collection points.

AMC has deployed 25 truck mounted

road vacuum sweeping machines and 15

on road vacuum sweepers and other

rented vehicles in all 7 zones on a daily

basis for efficient cleaning of the city.
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Figure 3: Daily Report of the overall collection summary



In order to remove nuisance litter spots

and maintain cleanliness and public

health, AMC has purchased 660 / 1100

liters capacity galvanized 1050 trolleys

and 96 vehicles like Refuse Compactor.

This work is given on an Operation and

Maintenance model for 5 years. Agency

has to collect the waste from these

trolleys on a daily basis. AMC pays the

agency on per ton waste collected basis.

For effective implementation of e-waste

in city, AMC has assigned work to a

consultant who co-ordinates with

corporate sector Gujarat Pollution

Control Board, dealers, producers, etc. to

prepare effective plan & strategy, finalize

player on public-private partnership

mode to establish collection centers

waste, safe transportation and safe

storage / disposal.
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Figure 4: Waste collection status on map

Figure 4: Route replay on map



i. On a daily basis about 24,000 points

of interests of residential units and

4,364 commercial units are covered.

i. More than 1,600 units of street food

eatery joints have been identified

and kitchen waste is collected at late

night from these units by vehicles of

door to door collection system.

i. There has been reduction in open

disposal of waste.

ii. Analytical reports available have

improved operation monitoring and

decision making leading to increased

efficiency .

iii. Air, land and water pollution has

reduced.

iv. Fleet monitoring has improved

vehicle productivity and

performance.

v. Route optimization has helped to

reduce the kilometers covered on a

daily basis, resulting in saving public

money

vi. It has now become possible to do an

effective assessment and evaluation

of contractor performance since it

can now be validated by the data

collected

In the initial stages, there were

hindrances in the implementation process

on ground. Like any new change, this too

was met with resistance. Vehicle drivers

took time to adopt the changes. e.g., if

the route mapped out for the vehicle

included 10 points of collection, only 3

would be covered.

It was realized that for the

implementation process to be successful,

it was important to get the support of all

actors in the ecosystem. Vigilance staff

for the vehicle was appointed that

conducted random checks at points of

collection to ensure that the vehicle

arrived.

Upon return of the vehicle, the mapping

history of the vehicle would be checked.

A central redressal complaint system was

set up for the residents to register a

complaint if the vehicle didn’t arrive.

Soon after the corrective steps were

taken, the ranking of the city on the

Swachh Bharat Mission Index improved.
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The Impact Lessons Learned



1. As per CUE Working Paper 26, titled

“City Profile: Ahmedabad” by Darshini

Mahadevia, Renu Desai, Suchita Vyas

(2014).

https://cept.ac.in/UserFiles/File/CUE/

Working%20Papers/Revised%20New/2

6CUEWP%2026_City%20Profile%20Ah

medabad.pdf

2. Road Map for Zero Waste Ahmedabad,

United Nations Centre for Regional

Development.

http://www.uncrd.or.jp/content/docu

ments/25816-3R_City-

Report_Ahmedabad_ref.doc3-Zero-

Waste-Road-Map.pdf

3. Ahmedabad Municipal Corporation,

https://ahmedabadcity.gov.in/portal/j

sp/Static_pages/solid_waste_mgmt.js

p

4. Amnex compiles Advantage 4.0 as a

critical assortment of solutions that

bring together technologies such as

Geospatial engineering, IoT, artificial

intelligence, block chain and more, to

take forth Industry 4.0 in a way that it

goes beyond manufacturing and

touches human life. It is layered with

advanced analytics to predict trends

and optimize processes to provide

more value.

5. All figures pertaining to the case

study have been ratified by Amnex

and vetted by AMC-SWM department.

6. New West Zone has recently been

divided into Northwest Zone and

Southwest Zone, resulting in the

creation of an additional seventh

zone.
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Abbreviations

AMC Ahmedabad Municipal Corporation

GPS Global Positioning System 

ISO International Organization for Standardization

MT Metric Ton

NUIS National Urban Innovation Stack 

RFID Radio Frequency Identification

SWM Solid Waste Management

WCCD World Council for City Data 
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